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I often use RSS feed aggregators
to keep up with the latest news.
But how do I know which RSS

feed is worth my time to read? As
a user, I can’t possibly follow

every single feed, and still be able
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to track all the news. So I usually
try to make a first cut, based on

what I would be interested in
reading, in order to reduce the

number of RSS feeds. Of course,
there is no universal rule. After

having done some research, I have
found that RSS feeds are used by

the media industry. So, many
publishers put some effort into

making their feeds easier to
follow. However, the idea of

having an RSS feed can be applied
to any industry. You can have a

single RSS feed containing all the
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news about your blog, a tech news
aggregator that provides you with
the latest news about the industry
and so on. So, what are the “must

have” feeds in your opinion? I
would suggest the following: RSS
feeds that contain updates in the
industry you are targeting. For
example, if you are publishing

content about a specific subject,
you can use the feeds from the
company you are talking about.
Or, you can use RSS feeds from
people that are trying to build a
business based on your industry.
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RSS feeds that contain recent
news. If you are talking about an
important piece of technology or

tool, you can subscribe to the RSS
feeds from a respected vendor or

from the technology website itself.
RSS feeds that contain a selection

of articles. If you are covering
news about the industry, you can
subscribe to RSS feeds of leading
sites in your industry. In this list,

you can also add some
personalized feeds, such as feed
syndicators. However, these are
better left for a later step. First,
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you should focus on establishing a
first cut RSS feed list. Conclusion

For me, a good RSS feed
aggregator is a great source of

content. However, I have to filter
the RSS feeds to only keep the

ones I’m interested in. So, the best
way is to start by creating a first
cut of the RSS feeds, and then

come back to the aggregators and
start to merge them with the feeds
you were already following. Once
you have done that, you can focus
on creating the most personalized

RSS feed aggregator.
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Special macro to be applied to
qmake code blocks like

[QTDEFINES] and [INCLUDE]
in qt.pri files to include and

exclude compiler flags and include
paths in compiled code. It is

recommended to use the
qmake.pri file (see the

documentation of Qt for more
details) or the -include command
line option instead to avoid issues

with this macro.
INCLUDE/INCLUDE_GUARD
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Files: The INCLUDE file is read
by the Qt compiler only if it is

included by another file (see the
qmake.pri file for more

information). The qmake.pri file
reads this file to find flags, include

paths and other Qt settings.
Examples: QT *= netware-

phoenix QT += sql QT -= gui
//end example [INCLUDE]
examples/foo.h [INCLUDE]

examples/foo.cpp Examples: //
qt.pri //

-include../../examples/foo.h //
-include../../examples/foo.cpp QT
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*= netware-phoenix QT += sql QT
-= gui //end example // Qt.pri //
-include../../examples/foo.h //
-include../../examples/foo.cpp
INCLUDE_GUARD = Foo.h

//end example // The following
sections contain examples of Qt

configuration in qmake.pri files. //
// A general example: QT *=

some_custom_configurations QT
+= misc //end example // // //
Examples in qmake.pri // //

QMAKE_BASE_DIR should not
be set, otherwise it will be set
automatically. // This is only
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needed when you are compiling
for debug. // // If your project uses

Makefile's add '-makefile' to
'qmake' // // For Unix use 'ar' and

'ranlib' (no need for GNU ar)
#ifndef QMAKE_BASE_DIR
#define QMAKE_BASE_DIR

#endif #ifdef
QMAKE_RUN_TESTS #ifndef

QMAKE_RUN_TES 77a5ca646e
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The Qt Toolkit is an open source
development platform that
provides a wide range of building
blocks to help developers create
their own software applications.
QT is the most advanced,
powerful and complete toolkit of
its kind. Qt is often used to create
cross-platform software, but it can
be used to write desktop,
embedded, server, mobile and
console applications. Features
Designed for a wide range of
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target platforms, languages and
platforms, Qt makes it easy to
build applications for desktops,
notebooks, servers, PDAs, cell
phones, advanced embedded
systems, robotics and games
consoles. Towards portability The
Qt SDK includes a wide range of
tools and libraries to make it easy
for you to create multiplatform
and portable applications. Your
code runs with a consistent look
and feel on all supported
platforms and devices, from
desktop PCs to embedded devices
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to mobile devices such as cell
phones and PDAs. Cascading style
sheets (CSS) are used to style the
GUI elements in an application.
More to the point, QSS is a new
C++ class for style sheets. QSS
allows you to encapsulate styles
and apply them to elements. You
can use one style sheet to make
your application look different on
different platforms. This section
illustrates how to create and apply
a style sheet to an object. A style
sheet can be created in the Qt
Designer and is added to an
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existing form. A style sheet
defines the presentation of an
object. It can be applied to a
widget or even to a whole form.
You can use styles to make your
objects look the same, regardless
of the application platform, and
even make them look different.
The style sheets are stored in the
form or document containing the
widget or object. You can use the
Qt Designer to edit the style sheet.
You can adjust the font, text,
colors, backgrounds and even the
list of available widgets. Using the
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Qt Designer to create the style
sheet The first step in the style
sheet creation is to create a new
document in the Qt Designer. You
must select a new document to
create a new style sheet. If the
template has been created for you
in the Qt Designer, you can just
select it. Otherwise, it’s a simple
matter of creating a new one.
Select the Qt Designer from the
Tools menu or open the Qt
Designer by double-clicking the
designer icon. The screen you see
in Figure 4.5 is the Qt Designer,
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What's New In Qt Eclipse Integration?

Qt Eclipse Integration is a product
of Nokia that intends to provide
programmers with a set of Qt
development tools within the
Eclipse platform. It is an open-
source project, therefore use
inside commercial environments is
permitted without restrictions.
Under the hood Qt Eclipse
Integration consists of multiple
components that are deployed
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directly inside Eclipse, which is,
obviously, a mandatory
dependency. However,
compatibility with newer versions
of Eclipse might be an issue, as
the program hasn’t received
updates in quite a while. The
integration with Eclipse is done
automatically during the
installation process, therefore little
efforts will be required on your
side, at least as far as setup is
concerned. Nonetheless, it goes
without saying, programming
skills are a must in order to master
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its functionality. An essential set
for Qt development The core of
Qt Eclipse Integration is the Qt
designer, which is responsible for
editing and managing forms in a
guided manner. The support is
extended by the built-in wizards
that provide assistance in what the
creation of new projects and
classes is concerned. Other
highlights include an editor for.pro
files, the possibility to build setups
with support for RCC, UIC and
MOC compilers, as well as various
designer templates (mostly dialogs
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and widgets) and documentation
on Qt development. The
unfortunate twist The
development on Qt Eclipse
Integration appears to have ceased.
Despite popular request to
continue the project, Nokia has
shifted focus on much bigger
projects, such as Qt. The latter is a
better alternative at this point,
since it complies with more
modern technologies. Description:
Qt Eclipse Integration is a product
of Nokia that intends to provide
programmers with a set of Qt
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development tools within the
Eclipse platform. It is an open-
source project, therefore use
inside commercial environments is
permitted without restrictions.
Under the hood Qt Eclipse
Integration consists of multiple
components that are deployed
directly inside Eclipse, which is,
obviously, a mandatory
dependency. However,
compatibility with newer versions
of Eclipse might be an issue, as
the program hasn’t received
updates in quite a while. The
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integration with Eclipse is done
automatically during the
installation process, therefore little
efforts will be required on your
side, at least as far as setup is
concerned. Nonetheless, it goes
without saying, programming
skills are a must in order to master
its functionality. An essential set
for Qt development The core of
Qt Eclipse Integration is the Qt
designer, which is responsible for
editing and managing forms in a
guided manner. The support is
extended by the built-in wizards
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that provide assistance in what the
creation of new projects and
classes is concerned. Other
highlights include an editor for.pro
files, the possibility to build setups
with support for RCC, UIC and
MOC compilers, as well as various
designer templates (mostly dialogs
and widgets) and documentation
on Qt development. The
unfortunate twist The
development on Qt Eclipse
Integration appears to have ceased.
Despite popular request
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System Requirements For Qt Eclipse Integration:

Note: due to the usage of software
assets that were created for the
Android OS, these requirements
may not apply to your install of a
desktop version of the game.
Minimum System Requirements:
Windows 7 or above (Windows
Vista or lower may work, but is
not officially supported.) 1.6 GHz
or faster CPU 1 GB RAM
Broadband Internet connection for
Live Game 1024x768 display
DirectX 9.0c, DirectX 10.0c or
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greater with 64-bit D3D9 installed
(required
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